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Abstract:Vector quantization isa simple, effective method in image processing for lossy image 

compression and videocompression.Distributed parallel processing usingHadoopmap reduce 

optimizes time complexity and simultaneously increase clustering speed in image processing 

applications. This article is based on study of distributed parallel approaches for image 

processing applications. The computational model for image compression using Hadoopmap-

reduce is proposed. In order to generate effective codebook for vector quantization, the training 

clusters can be applied usingHadoop map-reduceframework.In Vector Quantization process 

Codebook generation acts as a first phase.  TheDistributed parallel algorithm mapsthe problem 

of designing an optimum codebook using the “LBG” to solve vector quantization technique.The 

LBG clustering algorithm can improve accuracy at good extent as it shows compact and well-

separated clusters. It is expected that once developed, this approach will reduce the computation 

time and increase the performance.  
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I  INTRODUCTION:Image Processing is a form of signal Processing for which input are 

images, photograph or video frames. Output of image processing is nothing but the 

characteristics of that specific image.VQ is one of the most important technique which is used in 

image processing for compression of image and this technique is also use for security 

purpose.Vector Quantization technique belongs to signal processing which allow the modeling of 

probability density function by distribution of vector [4].This technique was used for Data 

Compression. Itdistributes large set of points into number of cluster. Each cluster is represented 

by its centroid point[2][3]. Vector Quantization is used for many different task such as Lossy 

compression, Lossy Data Correction, clustering and Pattern recognition[6]. 
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In in this propose work use LBG(Linde–Buzo–Gray algorithm) algorithm of vector 

quantization algorithm to derive a good codebook.In real world, It is time consuming to process 

a large amount of data, also the complexity is more in case of large amount of data. To avoid this 

problem we use Hadoop Map-Reduce framework[8].In our Paper we use Vector Quantization 

technique with Hadoop Map-Reduce framework for parallel clustering in order to reduce the 

time of processing the large data and for fast Processing[10]. 

II  RELATED WORK 

In current years, the progress and demand of multimedia product grow gradually fast, in that 

vector quantization is the most popular technique to compress the image. It is a very strong 

method for compression of the image, in this method data, image and speech also compressed in 

vector quantization [7].In vector quantization method data, image, and speech are not replicated 

to other only original data is compressed in vector quantization. It is the process of clustering. 

Vector quantization used the LBG algorithm LBG is the Linde, Buzo, and Gray algorithm [6].  

LBG algorithm that can process on input image that image is divided into blocks. When 

we divide the image in a number of blocks these blocks are viewing in the k - dimensional 

vector. For example 4 ˣ 4 image is considered as the 512ˣ512 image this images are considered as 

a 16384 blocks. This block is calculated by the 512ˣ512 divided by 4ˣ4 is equal to 16384 view 

[6]. These blocks are viewed in 16 dimensional vectors. Randomly choose the initial codebook, 

in that codebooks select the one centroid and other vector is together in groups. When this group 

are same then they have the same centroid, when groups are different then centroid also different 

in all groups. When a new group is form then again choose the new centroid for that a new 

group.  

 

Fig.1aLBG algorithm to generate the vector.  
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In LBG algorithm results are replaced by vector to index in codebook.

 

Fig 1b.  To replaced vector to index and generate codebook 

LBG is on vector quantization 

The Image is not overlapped to the each other given image is separate image then 

separate image is decomposed to two parts in vector quantization process this process is 

completed in 1. Codebook process, 2. Codebook design, 3.Encoading, 4. Decoding.  

 

Fig 1c. Original image is encoded and decoded in compressed image. 

Codebook - codebook process is the generate the codebook in training image dataset codebook 

is generated to use the some type of methods like splitting, randomly codes to generate the initial 

codebook process. In LBG algorithm to generate the codebook by using the splitting method. 

Encoding – in encoding process in block of image are choose the randomly vector from that 

image this vector is replaced by the index in LBG algorithm then perfect code word is generated 

.matching the codeword  in that encoding method. 

Decoding - codebook is generated from the output side then transfer the index vector to the 

appropriate codeword .this method is pretty simple this method is show in the diagram 1c 
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LBG Vector Quantization Algorithm 

The Linde–Buzo–Gray-algorithm            (introduced by Yoseph Linde, Andrés Buzo 

and Robert M. Gray in 1980) is a vector quantization algorithm to derive a good codebook. It is 

similar to the k-means method in data clustering. 

LBG Algorithm 

At each iteration, each vector is divided into two different vectors. 

1. First state: centroid C of the training sequence; 

2. First estimation: code book of size initially 2; 

3. Final estimation after LGA: Optimal code book with 2 vectors; 

4. Second estimation: code book of size 4; 

5. Final estimation after LGA: Optimal code book with 4 vectors; 

LBG algorithm is like a K-means clustering algorithm which takes a set of input vectors I = {xi 

∈ Rd | I = 1, 2, . . . , n} as input and generates a representative subset of vectors J= {cj∈ Rd | j = 

1, 2, . . . , K} with a user specified K << n as output according to the similarity measure. For the 

application of Vector Quantization (VQ), d = 16, K = 256 or 512 are commonly used. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

In this work it proposed two approaches of hadoop map reduce for  vector quantization 

method.In that firstly Hadoop map reduce will be apply on finding error vector and second 

mapper reducer function applying on clusters to produce final codebook.In this section we 

introduce our idea which is based on the Hadoop map reduce framework [11]. Inthe Internet 

security area we use images for safetypurpose. So we can use image compression technique. 

Vector quantization technique is for image compression in that first it encodes the image, then 

generate the codebook and then deciding which is in the form of compressed image. 

MAPREDUCE: inthis article when applying the Hadoopmap reduce on the LBG clustering 

algorithm, ithelps us the increase the speed of clustering[9].In that when given image take as 

ainput. This image divide into 4×4 dimensionblock in R,G,B format.by using this it generate the 

initial trainingset. And we generate the error vector which e1 and e2.adding that error vector and 

centroid of training vector its form the cluster 1 and cluster 2.applying mapper function on that 

cluster and shuffle that. Then apply reduce function on that cluster forming the final code book. 

Then this image prepared for decoding. Following figure show the actual flow codebook 

generation using hadoop map reduce[14]. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_M._Gray
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vector_quantization
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/K-means
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_clustering
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lloyd%27s_algorithm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lloyd%27s_algorithm
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Fig.2 flowchart of codebook generation. 

Following diagram gives the detail information about Hadoop map reduce frame work which is 

applied on vector quntization[15][16].using vector quantization mapreduce (VQMR) runs the all 

clusters barley which is split and combine to produce the final result. it generates final codebook 

which is small as compared to original input image in minimum time and it also increases the 

accuracy of the result. 

 

 

Fig.3 Hadoop map reduces to generate the codebook. 

Map Reduce is a programming paradigm whichprocesses the portioned data and aggregates 

theintermediate results. It can also be defined as asoftware framework supporting 
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distributedcomputing, on large data sets on clusters ofcomputers [12]. Programs can be 

implemented in anylanguage to run the jobs which are written inMap Reduce paradigms. The 

inspiration ofMap Reduce came from two functions, namelymap () and reduce () functions in the 

functional programming model [15]. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Clustering vector quantization algorithms that LBGis used to find the vectors in the large 

scale data. Academia and industry in the image processing domain are doing all to scale the 

clustering algorithms both vertically and horizontally. Map Reduce manages the image vector 

partitions and carries on parallel processing on the portioned data to produce the final codebook. 

Cluster analysis is sensitive to both the distance metric selected and the criterion for determining 

the order of clustering. Using Hadoopmap reduces on clustering it increase the accuracy of result 

in minimum time. In this paper, algorithms from a vast numberof image processing techniques 

are molded and focused into Map Reduce. It is expected this model will efficiently process large 

scale data with accurate results. 
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